Numerical study of weak polybase brushes grafted on neutral or charged spherical surface by the self-consistent field theory.
The self-consistent field theory (SCFT) is employed to numerically study the response of weak polybase type polymer chains grafted on a sphere to electric fields generated by the uniform positive or negative charges on the grafting substrate in the planar polyelectrolyte brush limit. Also the effect of curvature of the grafting sphere on the brush height of weak polybase brushes in the absence of surface charges is investigated. The numerical study reveals interesting and nontrivial dependence of the brush height on the radius of the grafting substrate. Consistent with experimental results, in the parameter range of the surface charge density examined, the brush height is found to be independent of the applied electric field at intermediate and high grafting densities. At relatively low grafting density, the applied negative surface charge which is termed as negative bias in this study results in a reduction of the brush height. At rather low grafting density, the positive bias corresponding to applied positive surface charges can lead to a slight increase in the brush height. The underlining mechanism governing the response of weak polybase brushes to the applied electric field is elucidated.